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The Honorable Timothy Geithner
Secreta
The Deparment of the Treasury
1500 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20220

De Secretar Geithner:

On Januar 26, 2011, the Financial Stabilty Oversight Counsel ("FSOC") issued a propose rule
regarding the designation of certain nonbank financial companies for enhanced prudential
regulation.' If enacted as currntly drafte, the vagueness of FSOC's rule wil incree
uncertainty and regulatory distortion in the tinancial marets. Furter, this lack of trnsparncy
regarding the standars and modls for designating wil render Congrssional oversight
impossible and administrative or judicial review meaningless.

Section 113 of the Dodd-Frak Wall Str Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Public Law
11 1-203)("DFA") requires FSOC to designate certain nonbank financial companies that wil be
regulated by the Board of Governors of the Fedra Reserve. Pursuant to this reuirement, the
FSOC issued an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemakng2 and Notice of Proposed
Rulemakng3 reuesting responses to 15 speific questions and proposing a rule identifying six
eategones of information for identifying institutions for enhanced prudential regulation.
However, the propose rule is silent with regar to stadards or models that would apply this
informtion for designating institutions systemically important.

Regutory Conçern

The designation of systemically important financial institutions ("SIFs"), and the pross by
which FSOC makes these decisions, wil have significant conseuences for financial markets.

Mart Distortns

Expert recognize market consequences associated with being a perceived as a SIFI. For
example, the Committee on Capital Markets Regulation, a group of prominent financial services
scholar, "has consistently been oppose to singling out certn firms for enhaned supervision
and regulation because that wil increase moral hazar, intrduce competitive distortions into the
marketplace, and arficially lower the cost of funds borne by institutions tht ar branded as
systemically important.''' Studies prove that institutions considere "too-big-to-fail" have access
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to funds at significantly lower costs.s The FSOC's designation of institutions wil have
significant market consequences.

Trparency

The degr of FSOC's transparncy wil afect these market conseuences. Prior to the finanial
crisis, there was debate over whether banking regulation should be transparnt. For example,
some scholar championed "constructive ambiguity" to negate the moral hazd associated with
toobig-to-fail by promoting uncertainty and, therefore, greater market discipline.6

However, numerous analysts of th causes and lessons of the reent financial crise supprt
grter trnsparncy and certainty in designating SIF.7 One prominent scholar concluded,
"constrctive ambiguity is dead:,Ø "For a number of reasons, a policy of supervisory
transparency is superior to constructive amiguity for our purposes. ..Hence, the list of SIFs,
including categories and criteriafor inclusion, should be made public, along with a watch list of
financial institutions whose SIFI status might change.9..

Othrs have argued similarly:

Given preceents dating back to Continentalllinois in the 1980's and beyond, market

parcipants made inferences about what government protetion might be fortcoming in

future instace of financial distrss-at is, which institutions were likely to be viewed

by authorities as "too big to faiL." This lack of clarity about the safety net grw in the
deades leading up to the crisis-and came about because policymakrs hope that
"constructive ambiguity" would dampen the marets' expetations of bailouts, but
preserve their option to intervene if necessar. Oter factors contributed to the crisis, but
I believe the ambiguity of safety net policy was a major drver.

***

Continued ambiguity thus would pose risks to financial stabilty and the economy,
including the risk of new costs to tapayers.IO

This disclosure includes not only the criteria, but the underlying stadars and models to which
the criteria ar applied, as well:

An effective system of supervisory trsparncy entails more than simply disclosing

information; it must also include proucing information and disseminating it in a useful
form...In the supervisory trnsparncy regime, this means that all informtion use to
assign institutions to an SIF category-including supervisory risk models and their
results-should be disclose. ii

Market uncertainty regarding systemically importnt institutions has proven to be damaging. As
discussed below, financial marets, Congrs, and designated entities need great trsparncy.
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Economic Modeling of Systemi Risk

Th FSOC's propose rule identifies six categories of informtion used to identify nonban
finacial companies for enhced prudential regulation: size; lack of substitutes;
inteonnectedess; leverae; liquidity; and existng regulatory scrutiny.12 However, th
propo rue doe not identify the economic stadads or models the FSOC will us to evaluae
ths informtion.

Ecnomic research ha identified a numbe of stdads and models for analyzng systemic risk
tht us the categories of information identified by FSOC in the proposed rue. For exaple, the
inormtion ca be input into models to determine the systmic risk asociated with intutions'
intercnnectedness.13 Alteratively, stadads or models ca evalua the systemic risk
assoiated with insttutions' pacipation in markets.14 Whether an insttuion is designted
systemcaly importt puruat to the information colleced in the FSOC's propose rue will
depend on which stdad or model is used.

Public Need for More Information Regardini Designation

Market Distortn

Informtion regarng intitutions tht may be systemcaly importt is critica to the finacial
marets. "Given preedents dating back to Continenta Ilinois in the 1980's an beyond, maket
pacipats made inferece abut what goverent protection might be fortcomig in futu
instaes of finacial distrs..."IS Informtion regarding th governent's trtment of
intitutions ha a trmendous effect on decisions by depositors and creditors.16 The key to

addrssing concern regarng systemicaly importt insitutions and the mora ha oftoo~
big-to-fail is providing the market cernty regaring th trtment of entities. 17 To counter
spulation in the markets tht will distort decisions by paricipants, the FSOC's critera mus
prvide clear informtion regarng the stda and models for designating nonban finacial
compaies systemicaly importt.

Ths market distrton is compouned if the FSOC's designon critena for nonban fiancial
compaies are us by markets to asss ba holding companies considered by goverent as

toobig-to-fail. Whle DF A designtes any ban holding company with grater th $50 billon
in assets as a SIFI, finacial maet are unikely to consider a ban holding compay tobig-to-
fail simply because it excees the arbitr asset thhold of $50 bilion. In determining which
ba holdig companes ar too-big-to-fail, fmancial makets will likely be influenced by the
governent's criteria for nonban finacial compaes. These market assesments of 

ban
holding companes as tobig-to-fail, and the resutig maket distortions, ar also mitigated by
reguatory clarty in designtions for nonba financial companes.

Congresional Oversight

Congrional overight of the FSOC's activities is critical under the sepation of power and

checks-and-baances embodied in our Constitution. Ensurg compliance with legislative intent,
providing for effective and effcient public prgrs, protecting agait malfeasce in
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administrtion, and guarnteeing access to information regarding the execution of laws ar all
critical functions of Congress.

Th FSOC must provide grter transparncy in how it designates institutions as systemically
important. Only with grater trsparncy and more information regarding FSOC's standar
and models can Congress fulfill its importt, constitutional function.

Meaningless Appeal

The DFA statute and the FSOC's proposed rule provide an administrtive proess thrugh which

designated entities may contest their status as systemically important, as well as a right to sek
judicial review of such decisions. Legislative intent and fundamental notions of fairness reuire
that designated entities and reviewing boies have access to information necssary to make such
administrtive and judicial appes meaningfl, including the standards and models for

designation.

A reitation of the facts identified in the FSOC's proposed rules, without any information
regarding the underlying applicable stadar or models, makes a defense by a designated entity

extremely diffcult. While a designated entity could contest the facts, a designated entity could
not argue that the facts do not satisfy the FSOC's stadars or models for designation.

Without disclosure of the standards and moeling, an appeal, espeially to a court, could not
adjudicate whether the facts identified in the FSOC's proposed rule should result in an entity
being designated systemically importt. The lack of disclosure regaring stadads and

modeling renders a designated entities' right to contest, as well as any administrtive or judicial
review, meaningless. This meaningless appeal is contra to legislative intent and fairness.

We look forwar to your response to the concerns outlined above. In addition to an explanation
of how the FSOC is addressing our concerns, we also request responses to the following
questions:

i. Does the FSOC intend to make substantive changes to the rule as proposed to increas
transparncy and decreas uncertainty? Wil thee changes be made pursuant to an

amended notice of propose rulemakng subject to public comments?
2. Wil the FSOC make publicly available notices and final determinations issued pursuant

to § 13 10.21 or other setions of the propose rule? While the FSOC has emphasized
trasparncy,I8 wil the FSOC issue regulations or policies requiring the confidentiality of
FSOC documents as other banking regulators reuire for examination materials?19 Wil
FSOC exercise its authority pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 553(b)(8), or other relevant
provisions, to exempt disclosure of these records from reuests pursuant to the Freedom
of Information Act?

3. Do you anticipate that proposed or actual designations ar material and that publicly-
trded companies wil have to disclose to investors receipt of notices proposing
designation as systemically important nonbank financial companies? What information
wil publicly-traded companies be reuire to disclose when they reive notices from the

FSOC proposing designation?
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4. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corpration's ("FDIC") proposed rule on resolution plans
reuires entities to "Take into account that such material financial distress or failure of
the Covered Company may occur at a time when financial markets, or other significant
companies, ar also under strss and that the material financial distress of the Covered
Company ma?; be the result of a range of strses experienced by the Covere
Company..... 0 How has the FSOC's rule for designating nonbank financial companies
take into account the rationale and considerations of the FDIC in determining and
evaluating "when financial markets, or other significant companies, ar also under
stress?" Do the rules conflct? If not, how do the proposed rules complement each other?

5. The FSOC is required to disclose in its annual report to Congress "all determinations
made under section 113 of title VII, and the basis/or such determinations.....21 What
information wil FSOC provide to Congress pursuant to this reuirement?

6. The FSOC's proposal briefly explains that the rule is "consistent with the international
approach to identifying systemically important firms that is currntly under development
by the Basel Committee on Bank Supervision and the Financial Stabilty Boar.',22 How
do these entities identify systemically importnt firms? When and how have other
countries implemented these agreements? How wil the FSOC monitor these
developments and prevent an unlevel global playing field and regulatory arbitrage? How
doe the FSOC plan to shar information with Congress addressing these concerns? Wil
information from enforcement provisions like the Financial Stabilty Board's Peer
Review Council be made available to Congress?

v~;:
congrssWonir:~h. M.D.

Cc:

Ben Bernanke, Chairman of the Boar of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
John Walsh, Acting Comptrller of the Currency
Mary Schapiro, Chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commssion
Sheila Bair, Chairperson of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpration
Gary Gensler, Chairprson of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission
Edward DeMarco, Acting Director of the Federal Housing Finance Agency
Debbie Matz, Chairman of the National Credit Union Administration Board
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